Quirinus Transcript 990927.
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
OpsTrebor says:
::Clawing at his eyes, trying to see his console::
CNSherida says:
::in her office on the floor with Mevic::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  While the crew is still blind, the Quirinus' dorsal side grinds its way along the Warbird's inner hull, causing breeches along its path.
CMO_OMlry says:
::in SB::
EO_McRae says:
::fingers searching panel, trying to work it in the dark::
XO_Sulek says:
::stands trying to keep footing by holding on to the chair::
CSOKoepke says:
::gets up out of her comfy chair::
MO_Stalke says:
::kneeling on the bridge holding eyes::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Consoles explode... crewmembers scream... bulkheads blast outwards into space... hull sections tear apart like paper...
CTOPeters says:
::on the Mexera, still blinded and holding onto something to keep his balance from the shaking the turbulence and the Q is giving the Mexera::
OpsTrebor says:
::Hears collision claxons, feels distant rumbles and nearby explosions:
CSOKoepke says:
::falls back into chair::
CNSherida says:
::crawls across the Mevic::Mevic: Are you alright?
CMO_OMlry says:
::tries to make his way around SB::
Host ACTDMark says:
::Mevic is unconscious::
XO_Sulek says:
CTO: try using tractor beams to keep us at a distance from the Mexera hull
FCO_Braun says:
:: thinks "What if we depolarize the hull...? ::
CE_Stevns says:
::hands still covering eyes and hearing explosions
EO_McRae says:
::pounds on panel to get a sound::Computer: Status!
CNSherida says:
::doesn't get a response::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quirinus finally grinds to a halt wedged into three decks of the Warbird right above the Warbird's Starboard nacelle.  Power fails on both ships as they go spinning into realspace at almost full impulse.
XO_Sulek says:
FCO: Thruster status?
CSOKoepke says:
::wonders what is going on::
FCO_Braun says:
:: can't see the console :: XO:  Thrusters are online... but I cant see to maneuver...
MO_Stalke says:
::hears the screams for medical attention wondering how to get to them::
CNSherida says:
::feels around in the dark trying to find the Romulan officer::
EO_McRae says:
CE: I can't get a response from any of the systems.
Host ACTDMark says:
<Mexera> *Quirinus*: Quirinus... Status?
OpsTrebor says:
::consol beeps::
XO_Sulek says:
FCO: We seem to be wedged stand down thruster.
CE_Stevns says:
Are we in engineering
CMO_OMlry says:
::hits comm badge::  MO: Injury report!
CSOKoepke says:
::crawls over to her desk trying not to be thrown over again::
CTOPeters says:
@::stands up slowly, still blinking the light out of his eyes::  Whoever is there:  Well, at least we've stopped...
FCO_Braun says:
XO:  Aye, sir...
XO_Sulek says:
*Mexera* Power out.  We are wedged just below starboard nacelle
FCO_Braun says:
Computer:  Computer, voice commands, cut all thrusters...
CNSherida says:
:: finds the Romulan and shakes him gently:: Mevic: Answer me.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Everyone's vision slowly comes back...
CSOKoepke says:
::pulls out drawer and grabs flashlight::
MO_Stalke says:
*CMO*Multiple injuries, but I can't see myself
OpsTrebor says:
::slowly begins to make out his console::
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to see SB again::
CE_Stevns says:
::rubs eyes:: EO: lets work on making sure that emergency power will hold out
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Tabek>  Peters: We seem to be breathing
CTOPeters says:
@::rubs his eyes as the interior of the Mexera and the Romulans he was with come back into focus::
EO_McRae says:
::pulls self up::CE: Will try to sir.
CSOKoepke says:
::stands up and leaves quarters, the ancient flashlight still in her hand::
CTOPeters says:
@::nods::  Tabek: That's always a good sign
EO_McRae says:
::shakes head to clear vision::
OpsTrebor says:
::notices a small fire on a console nearby:: ALL:Fire suppression is out...
CNSherida says:
::hits comm badge:: *SB* Medical emergency, counselor's office!
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* We need back-up power on as soon as possible.
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees well enough again to grab a medkit and tricorder::
FCO_Braun says:
:: slowly sees the outlines of the console again ::
OpsTrebor says:
::Finds an extinguisher and dowses the flame::
EO_McRae says:
::attempts to use engineering panel::
MO_Stalke says:
::walks over to Lt. Venn and taps comm badge::* CMO* one casualty so far
CE_Stevns says:
*XO* Yes sir
XO_Sulek says:
CO:  We are wedged just below the starboard nacelles of the warbird
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Ok emergency power is out lets work on getting it back on
CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* On my way...  ::exits SB for office::
OpsTrebor says:
::Attempts to get console online::
CTOPeters says:
@All: Everybody OK?
EO_McRae says:
CE: I've got nothing on these panels.  We're gonna have to do this manually I think.
CNSherida says:
::checks Mevic's pulse::
CE_Stevns says:
::takes the emergency power relay panel off and starts to find any routes to transfer power to the crucial systems::
CMO_OMlry says:
*MED* All MED Teams report to assigned stations
Host ACTDMark says:
::Mevic's pulse is strong.. just unconscious::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Same here
CSOKoepke says:
*CNS*Permission to report back to duty.
EO_McRae says:
::pulls engineering panel apart to see if wires are fried::
CNSherida says:
::Mevic's pulse is strong::
CTOPeters says:
@::touches his forehead and wipes blood from the deep gash::
MO_Stalke says:
*CMO*I'm on the bridge
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Remember only worry about the emergency relays for now
OpsTrebor says:
*CEO:*What power can we get up here?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The two ships continue to spin out of control.. the Mexera trying to fire its thrusters to stabilize.. but the damage and added mass of the wedged ship in its hull is making it difficult..
CMO_OMlry says:
::enters counselor’s office::  CNS: Report
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Permission granted if you're up to it.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Yes sir.
CSOKoepke says:
*CNS*Thank you, yes I am.
CE_Stevns says:
::runs and grabs two kits from the storage facility and hands one to McRae::
CSOKoepke says:
::steps into TL:: TL: bridge
EO_McRae says:
::walks to emergency relays::
CNSherida says:
CMO: Mevic is unconscious. Pulse strong, all other vitals seem normal.
MO_Stalke says:
XO:  You have a head injury sir that needs to be attended to
CSOKoepke says:
::enters bridge and takes a look around:: self: What in the world happened!
EO_McRae says:
::pulls apart panel to rewire::
OpsTrebor says:
::Gets emergency power online to bridge, calls up damage reports::
CMO_OMlry says:
::runs triocoder and confirms::
CE_Stevns says:
::opens kit and starts to replace all the fried relay circuits that can possibly be fried::
CNSherida says:
::watches the Dr. work::
CE_Stevns says:
*XO* We should have power in any minute::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: After a series of controlled firing.. the Mexera manages to slow and stabilize the two ships...
FCO_Braun says:
:: runs a series of brief diagnostics on flight control, SIF, IDF, and deflectors ::
CMO_OMlry says:
::gives hypo to revive him::  CNS: He should be ok...
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* Understood
EO_McRae says:
::looks at smoking circuitry and wonders how he's supposed to replace all the wiring for the entire ship::
CNSherida says:
CMO: Shouldn't we get him to SB?
CSOKoepke says:
::walks over to MO:: MO: Can I help somehow?
OpsTrebor says:
*CEO*That did it, we have partial Emergency power up here... but it is dropping.
EO_McRae says:
::Starts pulling wires and replacing circuits::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Mexera> *Q*: We can see that... we are having trouble with our power grid in the area... we've lost 108 officers.. and over 400 are injured.
MO_Stalke says:
CSO:  Well, we have multiple injuries that i need to get to SB
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* Bypass all non essential systems, emergency power won't last long.
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: I have more wounded to attend to, he can rest here for now.  SB will be busy soon.  I must go.  ::exits office::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Sickbay suddenly becomes inundated with injured, dying, or dead...
CE_Stevns says:
*OPS* Acknowledges gives us about two minutes and it should level off::
CSOKoepke says:
MO: Very well.  Shall we start?
CTOPeters says:
@::goes around checking the corridor for any casualties::
EO_McRae says:
*OPS*: Do we have any power left in the batteries from the blast?
CO_Mav says:
:: walks onto the bridge, and sits in his chair ::
CMO_OMlry says:
::heads back to SB::
CNSherida says:
CMO: I'll keep an eye on him. ::watches the CMO leave::
OpsTrebor says:
*EO*Did we shut the power portals we were using?  Are we losing power from there?
XO_Sulek says:
*Mexera*  27 dead, 45 injured, we are on emergency power
CMO_OMlry says:
*MO* Report to SB immediately!
CMO_OMlry says:
::walks into SB and sees many injuries::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::A Romulan with a large gash along his abdomen falls out of a doorway and onto Peters::
MO_Stalke says:
*CMO*On my way ::walks to the turbolift
EO_McRae says:
*OPS*: I'll check, they should have shut themselves though, I would think
Host ACTDMark says:
<M> *Q*: We are trying to stabilize things over here... Mexera out...
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to treat most serious::
CNSherida says:
::sees Mevic's eyes flutter::
EO_McRae says:
::wipes sweat from brow, sees blood mixed in::
EO_McRae says:
*OPS*: Ports are closed.
MO_Stalke says:
:enters SB::
CSOKoepke says:
::wishes she weren't so puzzled::
XO_Sulek says:
::Sees the CO:: CO: You heard the report?
CTOPeters says:
@::falls to the floor, but stumbles up from under the injured Romulan and flips him ver to give him a quick checkover::  Romulan: Can you hear me?  ::checks his breathing and pulse::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Pick a place...
MO_Stalke says:
CE_Stevns says:
::finishes with the auxiliary relay and gets up from the ground walks to the console and starts drawing all available power and transferring it to the thrusters and emergency systems::
CE_Stevns says:
*OPS* Has the power level stabilized for the time being.
CMO_OMlry says:
*ENG* We will need as much power to SB as you can give us.  Lots of wounded here
CNSherida says:
::continues to watch the Romulan officer::
EO_McRae says:
::finishes replacing emergency relays and closes panel::
FCO_Braun says:
:: completes diagnostic series ::
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* Acknowledged
EO_McRae says:
CE: This one is done, only a few thousand more to go.
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  I recommend we start the EMH with all the injuries
CSOKoepke says:
::walks over to science and begins to take scans again::
CNSherida says:
::tries to male Mevic comfortable::
CNSherida says:
<make>
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Only about the main ones.  Forget about the primary and secondary
OpsTrebor says:
CO,XO: Status, emergency power is dropping, batteries are all gone.  We are checking for hull damage and integrity.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Agreed...we need help.  Computer: Activate EMH
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::He's dying::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Since we are running on emergency power the power flow will not be a great
EO_McRae says:
CE: Well yeah, but there are only two of us right now.
CSOKoepke says:
CO, XO: We aren't spinning uncontrollably anymore..
CE_Stevns says:
::starts to reroute power to SB::
MO_Stalke says:
::picks up a medical tricorder and a few other tools::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: you have to love this job we have as engineers huh.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Maybe we can join the ships again.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Prioritize injuries...
XO_Sulek says:
CSO/Ops:  see if you can figure away to get us out of the warbird.
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* I have transferred all available power I can to SB
EO_McRae says:
::routes power to maintain hull integrity::
CSOKoepke says:
CSO: Yes sir.
CMO_OMlry says:
*CE* Acknowledged...thanks
CSOKoepke says:
<XO>
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The EMH flickers.. and goes offline
CTOPeters says:
@::swears and rips off part of his uniform, not caring about protocol right now, and presses it against the Romulan's wound to try and stop the bleeding::  Tabek: I've got a medical emergency here!  Get a med team up here, quick!
OpsTrebor says:
XO:Aft sections of decks 2 and 3 are severely damaged.....Evacuations of those sections in progress.
MO_Stalke says:
::starts mending wounds of the injured
CE_Stevns says:
*OPS* What is your power status looking?
CMO_OMlry says:
*CE* Can you spare any more power.  We need the EMH to help out.
XO_Sulek says:
Ops: understood.
EO_McRae says:
::tries to route power to the thrusters::
CE_Stevns says:
::continues to transfering power to the SB::
OpsTrebor says:
*CE* Low, but holding....
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Tabek> ::rushing over with a portable medkit:: *Peters* Med teams can't get too us and transporters are offline... ::Begins running a tricorder over the officer::
CSOKoepke says:
::tries to use the limited supplies online to try and figure out a way out::
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* Doing it while we are speaking
EO_McRae says:
CE: I wonder how close we are to the core we ejected?
CNSherida says:
::sees Mevic coming around::
CMO_OMlry says:
*CE* Thank you...
FCO_Braun says:
XO:  Commander...?  There is not a lot I can do at the helm right now...?  Is there any place that you think I would be needed...?
CE_Stevns says:
*CMO* I dont know how long I can keep it up though
EO_McRae says:
*CSO*: Can you find the core we ejected earlier?  We might need that.
CE_Stevns says:
EO: I have no clue
CMO_OMlry says:
::tries EMH again to no avail::  damn...
CTOPeters says:
@::keeps pressing his over-shirt on the wound to put pressure on the wound::
XO_Sulek says:
FCO: check with engineering I'm sure they need help
CSOKoepke says:
*EO*: The core is 2600Km away.
CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* Counselor, need your MED help in SB
CNSherida says:
::sees Mevic fall back asleep::
FCO_Braun says:
XO:  Aye, sir...  :: secures console and stands up ::
EO_McRae says:
CE: The core is pretty close, we might be able to get to it.  Would make a big difference.
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: How bad is he?
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: Any ideas so far?
MO_Stalke says:
::walks closes the eyes of another lost patient::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Lets try and get a tractor beam online
CO_Mav says:
:: watches his monitor closely, watching as reports flood in ::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Tabek> *Peters* I'm not a medic... he's bleeding internally... his lower lung is compromised.. and filling with blood.
CNSherida says:
*CMO* What about this Romulan officer?
CMO_OMlry says:
::works on a head trauma::
XO_Sulek says:
CO: Are you all right Sir.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Aye.
CE_Stevns says:
*XO* The EO and I are going to focus our attention to getting a tractor beam back online and reinstalling the  core the power boast would be helpful
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: Well we have to do something!
FCO_Braun says:
:: heads for main engineering ::
CMO_OMlry says:
*CNS* Check his vitals...if he is alright, get down here.  We need some help
CNSherida says:
::wonders if she should leave him::
CO_Mav says:
XO: Yes, yes...
EO_McRae says:
::goes to tractor beam control and pulls open panel to rewire it::
CO_Mav says:
XO: Just a bit tired.
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* Understood...
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> Peters:  Any suggestions?
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Wait a minute we are in the warbird scratch the tractor lets work on the transporter
CNSherida says:
::checks Mevic's vitals, all normal:: *CMO* On my way, Sheridan out.
CSOKoepke says:
XO: I could try and hack into the romulan computer, opening the cargo bay door...but i don't think that would improve our relationship with the romulans by too much
OpsTrebor says:
::smiles weakly at Julia:: CSO: No I dont.  Good to see you back, by the way.
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes on the head trauma and moves over to another::  MO: Report...
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:Sir, this crewman dying, should I sedate him to make him comfortable ::looking at the crewman::
EO_McRae says:
CE: That's why you're the boss. ::moves to transporter control and works on it instead::
XO_Sulek says:
CO: Do you need something?  Perhaps the CMO could....
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: Well...I'm not a doctor....isn't there another route to sickbay?
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: Thank you. ::smiles back::
CNSherida says:
::heads for SB::
FCO_Braun says:
:: arrives at main engineering ::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer>  Warning.. Micro-fracture Deck One, hull breach imminent.  Emergency forcefields offline, Evacuate.
CE_Stevns says:
::runs to the transporter panel and starts to assist the EO:
EO_McRae says:
::rewires transporter::
OpsTrebor says:
::Looks around for an invisible leak::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  just start pulling and replacing.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Do you want to get that hull breach thing?
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> Peters:  We could try to get to one the workpods.. and go around the damage?
CNSherida says:
::enters Sb::CMO: What do you need me to do?
CE_Stevns says:
EO: got it.
CSOKoepke says:
::thinks: this is sweet..::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  A high-pitched whistling sound fills the Bridge
FCO_Braun says:
CE:  Mr. Stevens, I am here to assist.  What do you need me to do...?
CO_Mav says:
:: glances at Sulek ::
OpsTrebor says:
::Works on console, trying to get off online::
CO_Mav says:
XO: I'm fine.
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: we need to get hull integrity back to a acceptable level
CSOKoepke says:
::snaps tricorder and runs to TL, holding the door open::
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Pick a patient and get to work.  ::smiles a bit::
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: It's better than just sitting here and letting him die!
EO_McRae says:
Self: Probably should have tested that little theory of mine.
CO_Mav says:
:: looks around for a moment :: What the....
CNSherida says:
::looks around the room:: CMO: Aye sir.
XO_Sulek says:
ALL: Transfer bridge power to secondary systems.  CO: Abandon bridge?
CE_Stevns says:
::::walks over to the console and starts to work on the hull integrity::
CO_Mav says:
:: looks around for a moment and looks to Sulek :: Abandon bridge.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: There is a quick thunk.. and a small section of hull on the ceiling blows out.. the bridge is suddenly filled with tornado like winds as the air escapes through the ceiling.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: If nothing can be done, comfort would be the best...
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: go to the panel right there three on the left and open it
FCO_Braun says:
:: arches eyebrow :: CE:  Okay...  :: walks over to console ::
MO_Stalke says:
::closes a wound on a head::CMO:  How's the arm and ribs?
XO_Sulek says:
All: clear the bridge now!
CNSherida says:
::heads for a patient across the room::
CSOKoepke says:
ALL: C'mon, hurry!
EO_McRae says:
::moves to transfer power to hull integrity force fields::
OpsTrebor says:
::Transfers Ops to MWC as the vacuums sucks at bridge ::
CO_Mav says:
:: looks up and moans loudly, and pulls himself towards the turbolift ::
MO_Stalke says:
::injects a hypo on the dying crewman::
XO_Sulek says:
::Heads for TL::
FCO_Braun says:
CE:  Okay... :: quickly grabs a tool and begins to pull off panel ::
EO_McRae says:
Computer: Can we get a force field to block the hull breach?
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Allright...a bit sore, but functional...just in time
OpsTrebor says:
::Moves toward TL, helping crew as he goes::
CNSherida says:
::grabs tricorder and runs scan on female officer::
Host ACTDMark says:
<C> McRae: Negative.. emitters damaged.
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:Is it warm in here or is it just me?
CTOPeters says:
@::lifts the Romulan up::  Tabek: Let's go
CSOKoepke says:
::helps some of the others into TL::
FCO_Braun says:
:: after the panel is removed :: CE:  Now what...?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: More of the ceiling blows out.. and the wind picks up more.. making it hard to get to the TL
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: the shield controls start to replace the conduits with the spare on your left I am going to gnereate a integrity shield around the bridge
EO_McRae says:
::goes to emitter panel and starts to rewire::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Lots of bodies here...could be.
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> ::Helps Peters carry the Officer back through Engineering too the workpods::
FCO_Braun says:
:: nods and starts to work ::
MO_Stalke says:
::closes the eyes of yet another dead crewman::
CMO_OMlry says:
::stablizes Ensign Jones and continues on::
OpsTrebor says:
::fights through the tornado of escaping air::
XO_Sulek says:
::Sees last of the crew enter TL: Deck two.  Computer: Seal the bridge.
CE_Stevns says:
::taps the commands on the console and starts to work on the local force field to encompass the bridge::
CNSherida says:
::completes scan and determines that the female officer has four broken ribs::
CSOKoepke says:
::watches TL doors close and breathes out::
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: How long do you think it'll take us?
CE_Stevns says:
*CO* I am trying to create a force field around the bridge;;
FCO_Braun says:
:: places the spare inside the conduit, checks to make sure it is placed correctly ::
FCO_Braun says:
CE:  Spare in place...
EO_McRae says:
::finishes rewiring emitter controls::
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: OK good work I am waiting the COs order to go
CNSherida says:
Officer:: Just relax and let the meds take effect.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Try the forcefield.
EO_McRae says:
CE: Forget the CO, just save the ship.
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS/MO: stasis...
XO_Sulek says:
In TL: Engineering
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  lost count on the death count
CNSherida says:
CMO: Just some minor injuries here Dr. I can handle them...
FCO_Braun says:
:: checks the console to see what is next in the long list of emergency repairs ::
CSOKoepke says:
All: I just had a flashback of a fire evacuation back in HS...seems like that was what we were lacking right now!
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> Peters: I don't know... this pod isn't the fastest.. and we'll have to find an accessible airlock
CE_Stevns says:
EO: I cant the shield emitters to function
OpsTrebor says:
::leans against the TL wall, breathing heavily::
MO_Stalke says:
::sees an officer having a seizure::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Any surgeries needed yet?
CO_Mav says:
:: stands by Sulek, panting uneasily ::
CNSherida says:
::takes a deep breathe::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Stupid starfleet piece of junk.::kicks panel::
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* Con has been transferred to engineering...we are on our way.
EO_McRae says:
::moves back to transporter control to see if he can get the core::
CE_Stevns says:
*XO* yes sir
MO_Stalke says:
CMO: I have put the ones who could wait for surgery on hold with pain medication
FCO_Braun says:
:: runs a diagnostic on shield emitters ::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: What is the status of the transporter
EO_McRae says:
Computer: can we lock onto the ejected warp core and transport it back onboard?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The console McRae kicks suddenly overloads and explodes, throwing him back with a slight burn.
CNSherida says:
:: continues checking patients::
XO_Sulek says:
CO:  Orders sir?  ::trying to get the CO to move into action::
CMO_OMlry says:
::wipes away sweat from his brow::
FCO_Braun says:
:: sees the young officer thrown to the floor ::
Host ACTDMark says:
<C> McRae: Negative.. Transporters offline
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: Command is on the way let’s try and work with the transporters.
CO_Mav says:
XO: Save the ship!
EO_McRae says:
::stands up and stares at panel::
CSOKoepke says:
::sighs and shakes head:: self: this is a really new one.
MO_Stalke says:
::sees another patient with a large gash in the abdomen
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Good...
MO_Stalke says:
::walks over and begins to close the wound while scanning for internal injuries::
EO_McRae says:
::returns to transporter panel and finishes rewiring.  Transfers all available power to the transporters::
CSOKoepke says:
All: So, how are we going to get out of the warbird with limited power?
CMO_OMlry says:
::works on a gash wound to a crew members leg::
CO_Mav says:
:: stands up a little more and waits to arrive at Engineering ::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> ::finishes strapping the injured officer in::  Peters: Here we go... launching ::The pod jumps from its small airlock::
CNSherida says:
:: scans several minor injuries::
XO_Sulek says:
::arrives in engineering:: ALL :Transfer your stations to the consoles that are available.  Power and Engineering have priority.
EO_McRae says:
CEO: I've done what I can with the transporters.  I'll try to transport the core now.  ::Attempts to lock onto core::
CSOKoepke says:
XO: Understood.
FCO_Braun says:
:: taps on the console to try to route some power to the transporters ::
CNSherida says:
MO: How are things at your end? Need any help?
MO_Stalke says:
CNS:  I'm fine, a little warm, but fine
CSOKoepke says:
::looks around for a vacant console and transfers science to it::
OpsTrebor says:
ALL:I don't know Julia.  We are still stuck in it after we solve our current dilemma....I think we may have to crakc the WB pen to get out \....
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Lt. Begins set up of secondary SB in Cargo Bay 1 for minor injuries...
EO_McRae says:
::attempts to transport core into place::
OpsTrebor says:
<pen=open>
CNSherida says:
::looks at the MO and smiles:: MO: Just whistle if you need me,
MO_Stalke says:
CSN:Will do
FCO_Braun says:
CE:  Mr. Stevens...?  I am trying to re-route power to the transporters, but power is minimal...
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: I could try to surpass the security system.
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: Can't this thing go any faster?
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: OK try your best
OpsTrebor says:
::Moves to a console, reroute the Ops controls::
CNSherida says:
CMO: Aye Sir, on my way.
EO_McRae says:
::continues to play with transporter controls to finagle power into the system::
XO_Sulek says:
::moves aside from Captain:: *CNS* Sulek to the Counselor.
OpsTrebor says:
CSO:What would it take to do that.... and would it be necessary.  We are so close to them they wont have time to defend, we just phaser them open and get out..... If it was ethical....
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  We have 27 casualties
CNSherida says:
*XO* Sheridan here,
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: How many dead?
Host ACTDMark says:
TIME JUMP....
FCO_Braun says:
:: wipes brow after assisting the engineering crew in their repair efforts ::
XO_Sulek says:
*CNS* I am concerned about the captain...
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  27 sir
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Both ships are stable... though damaged and at emergency power.
CNSherida says:
*XO* Concerned?
OpsTrebor says:
:;Continues to monitor the crippled power supply::
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  45 injured
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes up up last of the wounded::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: All systems are repaired and working on emergency power.  I suggest we try to get the core back.
FCO_Braun says:
:: exhausted :: CE:  Mr. Stevens...?  I am happy to report that we are alive and breathing...
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Lets working on it
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: That is a good thing
CSOKoepke says:
CO, XO: Should I try to bypass the security in the warbird and try to open the cargo bay door?
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Allright...check on the wounded in Cargo Bay 2 and report in.
CTOPeters says:
@::sitting against the wall outside sickbay, a dark look on his face::
CO_Mav says:
:: looks to Sulek ::
EO_McRae says:
::stumbles to transporter control, moving carefully to avoid overloading it.::
CO_Mav says:
XO: What do you think?
EO_McRae says:
::pulls apart panel to make sure he didn't miss anything when reconstructing it::
XO_Sulek says:
CSO: Negative...contact the Mexera and discuss it with them first.
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  All  major injures have been taken care of with the exception of the minor surgeries
CO_Mav says:
:: nods :: Agreed.
CSOKoepke says:
*Mexera* Are you capable of releasing the Q?
OpsTrebor says:
::Adjust power as needed while listening to XO/CO conversation::
CNSherida says:
::Heads for Engineering::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Looks like many of the minor injuries can be released to rest in their own quarters
FCO_Braun says:
*CMO* Doc...?  This is Braun...?  What happened with Venn...?  I saw her taken from the bridge...
EO_McRae says:
::rips sleeve and ties piece to wound on forehead.  Continues to work on transporters::
EO_McRae says:
<forehead>
CMO_OMlry says:
*FCO* She has been taken into SB into stasis until we reach a Starbase...
CMO_OMlry says:
*FCO* I am sorry...
EO_McRae says:
::puts transporter control back together::
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  Sir, Lt. Venn was DOA
XO_Sulek says:
CE: Can we get enough power to transporters to bring the core back onboard
CE_Stevns says:
::::taps on the console looks for the transporter status:
CE_Stevns says:
Computer: What is the status of the transporters?
FCO_Braun says:
:: sighs heavily :: CMO:  Thank you, Doctor...
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: You can begin on the surgeries when you can...
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:Aye sir
EO_McRae says:
CE: I've done everything I can to the transporter.  We just may have to put all power into it to have enough to actually transport anything.
CSOKoepke says:
*Mexera*This is CSO Köpke. The Q has concluded that it would be to both ship's advantage if the Q would be released out of your cargo bay. Your opinion?
MO_Stalke says:
::picks up surgical equipment and starts with a protruding bone in a leg::
CE_Stevns says:
CO: Permission to transport the warp core
CMO_OMlry says:
::makes rounds on the wounded still in SB::
FCO_Braun says:
:: with a heavy heart Braun returns grimly to work ::
EO_McRae says:
::whispers::CEO: Always with the permission, just do it.
CO_Mav says:
:: thinks for a moment :: Sulek: What's your opinion?
Host ACTDMark says:
<M> *Koepke* Chief... you aren't in our cargo bay...
CE_Stevns says:
::smiles::
OpsTrebor says:
::looks around to see if anyone is watching:: *CNS* Serena?  Are you all right?
CTOPeters says:
@Tabek: How do you want me to go back to the Quirinus?  The transporters are still out right?  I guess I need a shuttle...
XO_Sulek says:
CO: If its within safety perameters, yes.
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <T> Peters: You can use a workpod... Thank you.
EO_McRae says:
::shocked by the CO's indecision::
CNSheridn says:
::heads for the XO::whispers:: XO: What seems to have you concerned?
CSOKoepke says:
*Mexera* Yes, so I've just been told, excuse the inaccuracy.
MO_Stalke says:
:: hands CMO a a PADD with a list a patients that can be released to quarters::
CO_Mav says:
:: stands for a moment, thinking :: Sulek: Agreed. CEO: Proceed, but do NOT endanger us beyond the current amount.
EO_McRae says:
::whipsers::CEO: I wonder if it takes him this long to decide what uniform to wear...
CMO_OMlry says:
::looks over charts and data::
CTOPeters says:
@::nods::  Tabek: Good luck
CE_Stevns says:
::laughs out loud::
CTOPeters says:
@::walks off to a workpod::
XO_Sulek says:
CNS: Its the Captain.... he does not seems to be having some emotional difficulty.
FCO_Braun says:
:: logs into the rigged flight controls at one of the engineering stations ::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Releasing these 17 will help lessen the load here...
CO_Mav says:
:: looks at Stevens with a frown ::
CNSheridn says:
XO: Understood.
Host ACTDMark says:
<M> *Koepke* We are working on a plan to remove the damaged section of our hull.. and moving the Quirinus through it slowly...
MO_Stalke says:
CMO: Agreed Sir
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Make it so...
CSOKoepke says:
*Mexera* Understood.
CNSheridn says:
::watches the Captain for a few moments::
OpsTrebor says:
::Catches Serena's eye, nods and give a slight smile::
XO_Sulek says:
*Mexera* We are going to try and beam our warp core aboard.
CSOKoepke says:
XO: The Mexera is working on getting us out.
MO_Stalke says:
:: begins relaeasing the crew to their quarters::
CNSheridn says:
::sees Trebor out of the corner of her eye and smiles::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: lets go with the transport
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Coffee break?
CO_Mav says:
CEO: Wait a second...
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Aye sir
CE_Stevns says:
EO: wait
MO_Stalke says:
CMO: A vacation?
CE_Stevns says:
CO: ir
CE_Stevns says:
CO: Sir?
EO_McRae says:
Mutters to self: What now?
CMO_OMlry says:
::smiles::  MO: Will see what we can do...
CO_Mav says:
CEO: In case you didn't notice, this has been a tough day. If you'd be kind enough to NOT laugh out loud in a situation like this, it'd be VERY helpful. :: has an angry tone in his voice ::
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:First mission and what a mission it has been
CTOPeters says:
::comes over to the Quirinus via one of the Mexera's workpods, then proceeds to engineering::
CE_Stevns says:
CO: yes sir I am trying to make the best out of a bad situation
CNSheridn says:
::walks up to the Captain and taps him on the shoulder:: CO: May I have a moment of your time?
CMO_OMlry says:
::goes to replicator::  2 coffees...  ::takes cups and gives one to Stalker::
CE_Stevns says:
CO: so go with the transport
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:Thank you
CMO_OMlry says:
::sips coffee::  MO: Yes, this was one of the eventful ones
CO_Mav says:
:: shakes his head angrily and turns to the Counselor :: CNS: Might as well...
EO_McRae says:
CO: Begging the Captain's pardon, but after a day like this, if you don't laugh, you go insane or end up crying for a week.  Several of my previous hosts remember similar situations.
OpsTrebor says:
::Sees CTO enter:: CTO: Sorry, we seemed to have misplaced your console ::weak smile::
CE_Stevns says:
CO: go with the transport, you told me to wait
CNSheridn says:
::whispers:: CO: Captain?
CO_Mav says:
:: turns :: CNS: Yes..?
CTOPeters says:
::just looks at Trebor and walks off to find Sulek::
CSOKoepke says:
CTO: Had to evacuate bridge.  There's a vacant console over there though...
XO_Sulek says:
*Mexera* Status of your work on the hull?
FCO_Braun says:
:: looks numbly at the flight controls and realize that as long as the Quirinus is wedged in the Warbird there is not a lot Braun can do ::
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  How many do we have left injured?
XO_Sulek says:
*CE* Status of the warp core transfer?
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Are we going to transport the core?
CNSheridn says:
CO: Just take it easy and let your people do their jobs....
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Several Romulan shuttles leave the Warbird and begin the slow hard process of cutting a suitably large section of hull away from the warbird to allow the Q to escape
CE_Stevns says:
XO: I got a wait order from the CO
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Looks like we have in under control finally...still 21, but all stable and recovering.
CE_Stevns says:
XO: Shall I proceed
CNSheridn says:
::hold the Captain's arm until he responds::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: If I laughed loudly at you for making an order, how would you feel?
FCO_Braun says:
:: sees the activity as the Romulans begin their work ::
XO_Sulek says:
CE: Negative...I will not countermand the Captain.
CNSheridn says:
CO: Sir, It's not for me to say.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Hopefully, most will be released within the week
CSOKoepke says:
::checks on the progress of the Romulan "hull works"::
EO_McRae says:
CO: Shall I transport the core sir?
CNSheridn says:
CO: Just let the crew do their thing..They are the best in the fleet sir.
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  the remainder are mostly chest or leg or arm injuries
CO_Mav says:
:: sighs and nods to both McRae and Sheridan ::
EO_McRae says:
::whistles as he waits to work::
OpsTrebor says:
::Checks the projected power usage for the transport attempt::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Lets go
CNSheridn says:
::looks away for a moment and sees Trebor::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: go for the transport
CTOPeters says:
XO: Sir, anything that I can do?
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Aye.  ::transports core::
CMO_OMlry says:
::sips more coffee::  MO: Alright, you can take a break and get some rest.  I have some work to finish up anyway.  I will keep first watch.
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  We need a bigger SB
CE_Stevns says:
CO: transport beginning
CNSheridn says:
::turns back:: CO: Now take a deep breath.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Warp Core appears in the holding field automatically activated in the Core space... automated reattaching commences...
EO_McRae says:
::waits for core to appear::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: No, just less wounded  ::smiles a bit::
CO_Mav says:
:: looks at Sheridan :: Are you kidding..?
CE_Stevns says:
EO: It worked great work McRae
MO_Stalke says:
CMO:  If you don't mind sir, I would like to finish up some of the patients
CNSheridn says:
CO: Do it!
CSOKoepke says:
::thinks: yes...it's wooorking::
CE_Stevns says:
::shakes the hand of the EO::
EO_McRae says:
CEO: core is back on board and fixing itself.
OpsTrebor says:
::tries not to notice the confrontation between the CNS and CO::
CO_Mav says:
:: takes a deep breath, trying not to make a witty comment ::
EO_McRae says:
::Shakes CEO's hand::
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: As you wish, but get some rest soon.  That is an order...
CE_Stevns says:
CO: Warp Core successfully aboard and starting reattachments
CNSheridn says:
CO: There now, isn't that better?
OpsTrebor says:
XO:Sir, we have a core.... Power returning to normal levels
CNSheridn says:
CO: Again
CSOKoepke says:
OPS: Something worked for a change.
CE_Stevns says:
CO: We will have warp drive capablilites in two hours
EO_McRae says:
CEO: I need to find the doc and get some of his whiskey, mine was confiscated.  Or some rRomulan ale might do the trick.  Think they have any on the Mexera?
FCO_Braun says:
:: sees the power levels beinning a slow rise, continues to monitor the progress of the Romulan shuttles ::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: Does this REALLY work?
MO_Stalke says:
::walks over to another patient with rib injuries::
OpsTrebor says:
XO:Warp drive online in approxiamately 2 hours.
XO_Sulek says:
Ops: understood.
CNSheridn says:
CO: NO talking! Just do it!
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees normal power return to SB::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: I will take some of the fake stuff I am not much of a heavy drinker.
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Actually sir, I need to go get this wound tended.  Permission to go to sickbay.
XO_Sulek says:
FCO:  See if we can get maneuvering thrusters back on line and in alinement
CE_Stevns says:
EO: you go get healed up
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Then I'll go to the Mexera for that romulan ale.
CNSheridn says:
::watches the Captain's face::
FCO_Braun says:
XO:  Aye, Commander...
CO_Mav says:
:: rolls his eyes ::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: we are in treaty with the Romulans now I might just take that offer up
EO_McRae says:
CEO: Thank you sir.  Be back in a bit. ::exits engineering and heads to sb::
OpsTrebor says:
::Happily works on OPS now that power is really coming back::
CNSheridn says:
CO: C'mon
MO_Stalke says:
:: finishes up the broken ribs and taps on the PADD::
CSOKoepke says:
::checks the dimensions of the hole the romulans have cut out of their hull::
FCO_Braun says:
:: runs routine to bring thrusters online, uses standard thruster warm up routine ::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Mexera shuttles manage to finish cutting out a 15 deck section of hull to allow the Quirinus to move out...
EO_McRae says:
::Enters SB::
CMO_OMlry says:
::works on a flesh wound to an arm::
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: Thanks for your help you were very helpful
XO_Sulek says:
*Mexera* Transport complete and sucessful.  We will be ready to maneuver through your opening on your command
CE_Stevns says:
::shakes the FCO's hand::
CTOPeters says:
::stands at a vacant console in engineering, an absent look on his face::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: I'm breathing, I'm breathing...
CNSheridn says:
CO: You need oxygen to help you calm down.
EO_McRae says:
CMO: I've got a little problem here.  Cut on the forehead and some burns from an exploding panel.
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees McRae enter::  EO: What can I help you with?
CTOPeters says:
::still hasn't got that gash on his forehead treated::
MO_Stalke says:
:: sees the EO enter SB::
FCO_Braun says:
:: distracted momentarily :: CE:  Oh, yes... glad to help... you'll have to forgive me, I have been distracted by all... this  :: waves hand around the deck ::
OpsTrebor says:
::Looks at Peters:: CTO: Are you ok?
CTOPeters says:
Ops: I'm fine....
CMO_OMlry says:
::looks at wound::  EO: Ok, have you fixed up soon..Over here to biobed 4
CNSheridn says:
::watches the Captain's face turn from red to pale pink::
XO_Sulek says:
::sees deck status::FCO: We are clear.  CO: ready to move on your command.
CE_Stevns says:
FCO: No apologies needed, I understand
OpsTrebor says:
CTO:Then why the vacant look?  Not your normal expression...
CSOKoepke says:
CTO: Maybe you should pay doc a visit as well
CNSheridn says:
CO: See, it does work sir.
MO_Stalke says:
::walks to yet another patient with a broken arm::
FCO_Braun says:
XO:  Maneuvering thrusters ready, sir...
EO_McRae says:
CMO: Aye sir.  ::goes to biobed 4:: By the way, one Irishman to another, do you have anything to wet the whistle?
CTOPeters says:
Ops: It's nothing
CO_Mav says:
:: rolls his eyes again ::
CTOPeters says:
CSO: I'll be fine.
CMO_OMlry says:
::works on his wounds::  EO: Nay...had to get rid of it recently...
CSOKoepke says:
CTO: That's what they all say
MO_Stalke says:
::smiles towrad the direction of the CMO::
CNSheridn says:
CO: Now do this whenever you feel the need arise.
CMO_OMlry says:
EO: Wish I be havin' somethin' right now...
EO_McRae says:
CMO: I'm sure you held back some.  I know I would have.  Mine was all confiscated at starfleet command and they did a pretty good job of it.
CE_Stevns says:
XO: permission to go to SB
XO_Sulek says:
::Crosses to CO:: CO: We are clear to move through the decking hole.
XO_Sulek says:
CE: Granted
CMO_OMlry says:
::seals up head wound::
CE_Stevns says:
XO: thank  you sir
CNSheridn says:
::smiles at Sulek as he approaches::
CE_Stevns says:
::extis for TL:: Sikbay
OpsTrebor says:
::Monitors power consumption as ship prepairs to leave the WB::
MO_Stalke says:
::clears yet another patient for release::
CSOKoepke says:
XO: Romulan rescue ship Ixonal will rendezvous in one hour
CNSheridn says:
::stands back and whispers:: XO: I think he will be fine now.
Host ACTDMark says:
<CO> FCO: Permission granted.. Proceed
FCO_Braun says:
:: forgetting about what happened to Venn momentarily, Braun focuses on the task of delivering the crew safely away from the Mexera ::
EO_McRae says:
CMO: Thanks sir.  I guess we'll just have to go to the Mexera for some Romulan ale.  I'll contact Tabek.
XO_Sulek says:
FCO: steady as she goes, nice and easy
CMO_OMlry says:
::fixes up burns on his arm::
CE_Stevns says:
::enters SB ::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quirinus slowly moves out of the gaping hole in the hull...
MO_Stalke says:
CE: Can I be of a assistance?
FCO_Braun says:
XO: Aye, sir... steady... ::using the computers to provide continuous back up to the maneuvers ::
OpsTrebor says:
::Nervoulsy watches as the Q moves through the hole::
CMO_OMlry says:
EO: You be all fixed up for now.  Report for a checkup in 2 days.  And, get what ye can...
CE_Stevns says:
MO: i am just here for a minor check up I have some cuts and burns on my arms and right leg
CNSheridn says:
::sees the xo nod in the affirmative::
CSOKoepke says:
::holds breath::
EO_McRae says:
CMO: Aye sir.  ::Stands and heads back to engineering::
MO_Stalke says:
CE:  Have a seat on Biobed 5
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quirinus clears the Warbird without another scratch..
Host ACTDMark says:
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